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in case you missed it...october family night
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personal safe spot
Every family who was able to come out to our Dubuque St. Mark Family Night received their
own personal safe spot to take home with them, and the St. Mark staff showed the families
how to incorporate them into their daily routines at home.



lincoln heroes
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tenzi tournament
A very special volunteer at Lincoln taught students how to play
a game called, Tenzi, and it caught on quickly. Here's what the
students have to say about it:
 
What is Tenzi?
"Tenzi is a game that you can play with dice. It's a quick game
so you have to think fast." -Anaihya S.
 
How do you play Tenzi?
"Each Person gets 10 dice. You roll your dice until you get them all to be the same number and
when you get them all the same, you yell, 'Tenzi!'" -Lynn I.
 
Why do you like playing Tenzi?
"Because it's really, really fun!" -Myia T.
 
Who taught you how to play Tenzi?
"Anaihya taught me and Mr. Tom (St. Mark Volunteer) taught her." -Ja'kam G.
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let's play tenzi
Karissa

playing bingo with

mr. tom
Edwin, Alan, & Aliceia

coloring with

friends
Olivia & Namir'rah

IMG_3540

meet our new volunteer friend nick!
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lego car
Brody

lego man
Shamari

more legos!
Semaj

lincoln lego land
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flying lego vehicle
Jeremiah

legos with friends
Abishai & Friends

lego boat
Alex

lincoln carnival
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checking out the

ambulance

checking out the fire

truck lift

ambulance fun
Kendell & Semaj

tom came to help us with our homework
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our police friends helped us paint pumpkins
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marshall heroes

table play did you have a great

day?
Romaine

jumbo checkers at

table play
Micah, Miss Ally, Ruby, & Miss
Alyson

olivia's skit
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it's not all fun & games at st. mark - we learn new
things too
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sight word practice
Eloy

homework time
Thomas & Lincoln

puzzle by number
Avana & Thomas
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getting a feel for the

kinetic sand
Eugene & Avana

digging up treasures
Avana & Alice

burying treasures in

the sand
Ellah & Lucy

our marshall heroes loved experimenting with kinetic
sand

fall fun interview by: adeline

Untitled

marshall masterpieces
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getting a helping

hand from the expert
Gavin

we can build it, yes

we can
Dayjah & Avana

teamwork
Dayjah & Gavin

checking out this

colorful tower
Avana

st. mark creations colorful castles
Niya & Kailey

fall fun interview by: olivia and lucy
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happy halloween!
Gavin

spooky drawings
Willow

what should i draw?
JJ
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check out our halloween drawings

making sensory water bottles
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CJ Niya & Kailey Avana, Alaina, Leland, & Gavin

painting for our

snowmen
Dayjah & Friends

more painting
Thomas & Miss Maddie

turning pots into

snowmen
Avana & Friends

fulton heroes

fall is winding down and we're ready for winter
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our iowa state university friend taught us about
coding



...and our police friends joined us!



if you think these pictures are
especially cool.. you are right
Our Fulton friend, Makenna captured our time with the police
o�cers and Iowa State friend using some AWESOME special
effects
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fulton fall fun interviews
What do you like to do in the fall? What are you going to be for Halloween?
 
Devyn- in fall likes to jump in the leaves and is going skeleton girl
 
Sophie - likes to play in leaves and is going to be cat
 
Charlie- play football and is going to be Stephen Curry
 
Brendan- play video games inside and is going to be Spider Man
 
Cheyenne- likes to play in the leaves outside and is going to be Black Panther's Sister
 
Jaeda - likes to play leaves and is going to be a bumblebee
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audubon heroes

afternoon yoga

session

stem day at keystone
Serena

family circle

lights on after school
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check out our police

friends

creating our light

bulbs

family circle
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mario helping with

snacks

yummy yummy in

my tummy

a relaxing yoga

session

sponsor angels sign up
Do you need a little help over the holidays?Or do you want to give a little love over the
holidays?
St Mark, with the love of donors takes care of our families with warm clothes for the holidays.
Please contact Danielle at dwillis@stmarkyouthenrichment.org if you you want to participate,
either as a donor or a recipient. This is our favorite gift of the year! Please let us know how
you want to join this amazing experience!!!
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If you'd like to be one of our Volunteer Heroes contact Michael Jelinske at
mjelinske@stmarkyouthenrichment.org
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